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Welcome to the
 8 Ways to Design A Life that You Love eBook

Life isn’t always easy, and sometimes you get stuck in a rut of wanting to make changes within  your 

life, but not know how?  Hopefully the information within this eBook will motivate you towards 

taking action to nudge you out of a comfort zone into the growth zone.  An opportunity to explore 

your true potential, and willingness to do what is necessary to get you from where you are to where 

you want to be. 

Congratulations! You have already taken the first step by downloading this eBook. I love working 

with people all over the world all going through huge transformative change, to help them address 

procrastination, motivation, mindset, optimize their wellbeing and basically get them to get back on 

track with their lives.  I look forward to working with you too!

I appreciate and understand the process of how scary change can be (having been there several 

times myself). However, I also know the power of positive change and how it can impact the way you 

live your life. 

Do you know which areas of your life you want to make change in?  The majority of my clients 

present with a desire for change in:

• Relationships      • Grief Recovery   • Weight issues 

• Career       • Life guidance and direction • Sexual issues

• Spirituality       • Emotional wellbeing  • Money issues

• Midlife and Menopause     • Health & Wellbeing  

• Anxiety       • Managing Stress

      
The biggest change starts within the mindset.  

A mind focused in the right direction, gets the best results.

All positive change begins with a desire and a thought. Quite often nothing happens beyond this 

as no action is taken.  The voice of self-doubt may also whisper in your ear “you are not clever 

enough, good enough, experienced enough, pretty enough” and all of the other not enough thoughts.  

We can call the voice of self-doubt, your inner saboteur.  This voice will give you all of the reasons 

and excuses not to change your life, and is normally hiding behind fear.  Once fear is moved out of 

the way, and the mindset is adjusted, amazing things happen.  Opportunities present themselves at 

the right time for the right reasons.
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It is always an interesting journey in working with clients as they begin to dip their toes into the pool 

of possibility and change.  Some take baby steps and paddle in the shallow end for a while, some float 

along and work within a comfortable time frame for them, while others take a big dive off the deep 

end.  Each person is a unique individual.  It serves no purpose at all to compare yourself with anyone 

else.  Focus on your own journey. 

It is important to know what your destination is and to have a map to get there, or you will wander 

off track and get lost in distractions.  The coaching programmes, therapies and sessions I offer enable 

clients to discover how to navigate the stormy waters of life changes with solutions, tools, and the 

information they need.   Because of this they are able to get the outcome and results they are looking 

for, to live the life they want to lead.  Sometimes it is necessary to reach out for help and support. 

Change has been a familiar companion in my life, and struggle has not been a stranger either. It is 

highly likely that I may have been where you are standing now. Having gone through divorce, the 

death of my parents. Leaving a country and business I lived in for 28 years to start all over again in 

another country made me realize how resilient and adaptable we can be.  Especially with the correct 

support, mindset and action plan. 

My life changed when I made the absolute decision to overcome all my life challenges and use them 

as an opportunity to grow and help others on their own life journey. 

When fate hands you lemons, make lemonade

The “aha” moment was when I felt the sense of peace, balance, health, vitality, and ambition re-enter 

my life.  I began to apply all of the tools that I had learned and trained in on myself and knew that 

these could be packaged in a way that allowed me to reach out to other people globally anywhere in 

the world. 

It is so important to stay on top of your mindset, emotional health and wellness.  Doing so allows you 

to live life in a positive, calm, balanced, enjoyable way. I am sure you want to enjoy feeling vibrant, 

abundant, hopeful, positive, successful, flexible, healthy, well, energized, balanced, peaceful and 

happy for the rest of your life? We all do!

So grab a cup of tea, put your feet up, get comfortable, light your favorite 
candle, and let’s get going. 
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INTRODUCTION 

• Are you fed up with feeling unfulfilled?

• Are you going through major life changes and need support? 

• Do you want to make healthy changes? 

• Is stress impacting your life? 

• Does the aging process scare you? 

• Do you feel ready for change, but don’t know where to start

• Do you feel stuck in a rut?

• Do you wake up each morning, dreading the drudgery of the day?

• Do you feel a little lost in life?

• Are you approaching or in menopause and lost in all of the conflicting information?

• Do you feel you would like to know more about spirituality?

 

If so then read on. This book provides you with 8 changes you can make and apply easily, effectively 

and immediately to your life. These changes are realistic, achievable and simple. After reading 

this eBook you will likely feel more inspired, motivated and excited about how your life can be.

I wrote this book because I know that change can be intimidating and a little scary; however, if you 

keep doing the same thing you will continue to get the same results. After reading this book you will 

have an opportunity to make 8 simple changes to your life that will allow you to feel more motivated 

to keep working on your personal development and growth.  This will help you to feel more 

empowered to make the right decisions that lead you towards designing a live that you love. 

I have probably walked the same journey as you and perhaps been through similar struggles.  

I discovered that when I applied the tools, knowledge and techniques of 19 years of experience of 

working with clients to my own life issues, that I could travel this life journey with ease and so can you. 

Perhaps you would like to approach this book as a 8-day Challenge to Change, introducing a new 

challenge daily. Make sure you are committed to following through; you will soon start to see and 

feel the benefits. 
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So let’s dive in together! 

Have you reached a point where you are feeling totally overwhelmed, lacking direction, clueless what

to do next, and frustrated with yourself?   Has your health and wellness goals slipped a little? Are you 

feeling unfulfilled, and know that you are capable of so much more, ready for change but no clue 

where to start?  Do you find yourself wondering why everyone else seems to be doing “it” better than 

you?  My guess is that you have reached a point where change is no longer an option but a necessity if 

you want to live a life that you love.

You know what I’m talking about: 
• You fully intend going to the gym after work, but you find excuses not to go 

• You tell yourself you will start eating well on Monday, but that never quite happens 

• You choose to have a glass of wine every night to “relax” 

• You dread going to work

• You find yourself scrolling through the Facebook newsfeed and Instagram and thinking everyone is

    doing so much better than you

• You put yourself down for not having achieved your goals and dreams

• You truly start to believe that you are a failure

You are left feeling frustrated, hopeless and wondering if it is worth the bother. However, deep 

down, you know that creating change must be worth it, or else you would not be reading this book. 
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There are so many excuses and I’ve heard them all: 

• I’m not clever enough to apply for promotion 

• I can’t afford to eat healthily 

• This is my life, and it’s impossible for me change it 

• Successful people are just lucky 

• What if I fail? 

• I should just be grateful for what I have

• I don’t deserve it

“Excuses are the nails that build the 

house of failure” - Unknown

The fact is, that if you don’t feel good about yourself, it is going to reflect in other aspects of your life.  

Perhaps you are delaying retraining for a new career (in case you fail).  Maybe, you are reluctant to 

address your weight because you have followed crazy diets all your life, and the word diet to you now 

feels uncomfortable.   It could be that you feel too fearful of changing anything in your life, yet 

subconsciously it’s the very thing you crave

There is no “right time” to begin laying the foundations of living a happy, healthier, positive life.  A life

that you love and enjoy.  The time is now and you can start where you are. What have you got to

lose? And what will you gain?   Take a moment now and ponder this question.  Take a sheet of blank 

paper, draw a line down the middle, and answer the questions honestly and openly.

Journaling is a great way to help you create change. You will find The Insightful Way 52 Week Life 

Transformation Journal hugely helpful. Packed with life-changing questions, tools, techniques, 

affirmations, reflection pages, planner, quotes and so much more. Available in the Shop section on 

the site. A great way to hold yourself accountable for the results you want.  Each week bringing 

in a new theme for you to work on. Feel free to check the Testimonials on the site and on the

Facebook Page for The Insightful Way Journal. 
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You have the opportunity to start the process of change by taking action on the suggestions within 

the pages of this book.  No more excuses, no more procrastination.  

Just do it!
To create the change, make the change = Results 

Write down your big personal ‘why’ of wanting to make changes within your life.  What will change

 do for you?   How will you think and feel?  How will your life change?  

Bring this ‘why’ to the forefront of your mind now as a picture and make it as big as you can. Daydream 

about it, visualize it, and be clear on why you want to make these changes. The more clarity you have, the 

more you will be motivated in taking action. Your big ‘why’ will also stop you from quitting. 

I am not responsible for your change – you are! 

There is only person who is responsible in making these changes and that is you. This book will 

nudge you along and motivate you in your transformation. Eight changes and the potential benefits

for your wellbeing is huge.  Begin today by making a commitment to yourself to follow through in 

implementing all of the suggested changes into your life. Your mind and body will thank you. 

When the ‘why’ is big enough, you will find your how
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Three Keys to Change

Adjust Your Mindset

This takes a little time, effort, perseverance, and commitment. It is also a personal choice. There are 

people who take a positive view of life, and there are people who make a choice to see negativity in 

each person and in each situation.  Make a conscious choice to focus on the positive things in life, not 

just the big things but the small ones too. 

Get rid of fear, limited beliefs, and procrastination

Continue to work on your self-development and personal growth. There will be times when you 

hit resistance to change. When that happens you may benefit from working with a Coach or Therapist 

to help you break through these obstacles. 

Create the time to take the action

Creating change requires that you may have to let go of valuable time wasting habits. Make a true 

commitment to yourself to schedule time in your week for personal development.  Switch off your 

phone and all remove all distractions during that time. You will be amazed at what you achieve in a 

short focused time frame.

“Once your mindset changes, 

everything on the outside 

will change along with it”
- Steve Maraboli (behavioural scientist, author)
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CREATING A MINDSET THAT GETS RESULTS

Unless the correct mindset is in place, then reaching your goals will be a lot more difficult.  We are 

a product of of our past.  The beliefs that we are conditioned with, the thoughts we think, and the 

way we choose to live our life all impact who we are and how we live our life.  Our past affects 

the present. 

The law of attraction is certainly true.  What you focus on is what you attract, no exception. This 

means that if your mind, thoughts and actions are negative, then your life will reflect this back to you.  

What is your life reflecting to you?

Take some time time and examine some of the beliefs you may be holding that no longer work for you.  

Beliefs such as:

• All my family are obese, that means I will be too

• No one in my family is intelligent enough to get a Degree

• Everyone else is better looking, richer, more intelligent (fill in your own) than me

• I haven’t got what it takes to be a success

• I am destined to live alone for the rest of my life

• I never get what I want

You can see that these beliefs are going to hold you back from achieving your goals and dreams.  

If you don’t believe in you, then why would anyone else?

1
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Write down all of the beliefs you feel are holding you back and create new ones.  Put these into 

practice to allow you to create new neural pathways in the brain. 

You may also wish to write down all that you have achieved so far in your life.  Quite often this gives 

you a good positivity boost.

“If my mind can conceive it, and 

my heart can believe it - then 

I can achieve it” 

- Muhammad Ali
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BE CLEAR ON YOUR VISiON AND GOALS FOR 
YOUR LIFE

“If you want to be happy, set a goal that commands 

your thoughts, liberates your energy, and inspires 

your hopes.”- Andrew Carnegie

Many people talk a lot about wanting to change, yet have no idea what they want to change exactly.  

Do you want to change your:

• Career   • Health and Wellbeing     

• Health   • Self-confidence

• Relationships

Maybe you want to travel more, learn a new language, go part time at work, learn to play a new 

instrument, make new friends.  Make sure you have absolute clarity on what your vision and goals 

are for your life.  Be specific, if you want to let go of weight, then how much?  If you want to move 

house, where will it be? How many rooms does it have? What does it look like?  If you want a partner 

in your life, what qualities do they have? What do they do for a living?  Being specific opens up all of 

the possibilities and opportunities out there waiting for you.

Write down all that is possible for you when you get out of your own way. 

GOAL PROMPTS

What three goals could you set yourself in each of the following? Create an action plan to make it 

happen. Revisit your goals regularly.

• Health goals   • Travel goals

• Relationship goals  • Family goals

• Business goals  • Self-development goals

• Free tme goals

2
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3

GET INTO THE HABIT OF VISUALISATION 
AND AFFIRMATIONS

Visualisations and affirmations are incredibly powerful.  It may take time, practice, dedication, 

commitment and determination, but the rewards are worth it. 

Visualise what you want to happen as a movie in your mind.  See it in vivid colour, bring in all of the 

sound, colour and details to make it as real as possible for you.  Associate into the visualization, how 

does it make you feel.  Bring in your feeling of happiness, hopefulness, and excitement. 

Affirmations are statements made to the subconscious mind to help effect positive change.  They are 

made in the present tense such as:

It is easy for me to let go of excess weight
Financial abundance flows towards me 
I am happy, healthy and well
I am successful and confident
It is easy for me to make changes to my life

Repeat your affirmations several times a day. As you practice both of these techniques, you are

programming your mind to think more positively.  Your energy also shifts in a good way.  

“Motivation gets you going, and habit gets 

you there” – Zig Ziglar
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4

CHANGE THE WAY YOU TALK TO YOURSELF

There is a little voice of self doubt that whispers in you ear sometimes.  I like to call it the negative 

committee.  The key to keeping this in check is to challenge it with the opposite.  Doing this will train 

your mind to stop automatically going into the negative way of thinking.

Here are some great ways you can turn negative statements around.

Instead of using Try this instead

I give up I can use the information and 

   experience I know and have

I’m always making mistakes Mistakes are great opportunities to learn,   

 grow and do better next time

Everyone else is better than me I’m going to find out how they do what they 

   do and do my best to do the same

I’m no good at this! What do I need to know or learn?

This is way too hard! This need a little more time, effort 

   and patience

This will have to do Could I improve on this
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MAKE HEALTHY CHOICES 

“The doctor of the future will no longer treat 

the human with drugs, but rather will cure and 

prevent disease with nutrition” – Thomas Edison

Your body is the vehicle through which you travel in life.  Treat it well as you only have one!  

Designing a life that you love means taking responsibility for your health and wellness.  Without 

health you have nothing.  

Is it time for you to have an overhaul of diet and lifestyle?  The choices you make today impact your 

wellbeing tomorrow.  In today’s busy world where we are connected 24/7 people reach for food on 

the go.  Easy, convenient, and most of the time processed. 

The consumption of sugar and alcohol is high. In fact, sugar is disguised in many foods.  Why not start 

to reflect on creating change on the inside by letting go of:

• Sugar      • Caffeine

• Alcohol      • Canned meat/canned food

• Sugary fizzy drink    • Margarine

• White bread, biscuits, cakes and pies  • Vegetable oil

• Boxed sugary cereal    • Processed food

• Low fat products     • Fried food

Did you know that one can of coke contains approximately 35g of sugar?  The body also treats white 

pasta, white bread, and white rice as sugar. Sugar makes you fat! It also raises insulin levels. Even

the products that are labelled “low fat” are generally high in sugar and will be converted to fat.

Choose organic when you can. The food you put into your body gives you energy and health. 

Choose wisely, you are what you eat. 
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6

INCREASE YOUR WATER INTAKE 

“Hydrate to feel great”

Water helps to convert food to energy. It protects and cushions your joints, vital organs and 

makes up 75% of your muscles. Water also helps to regulate your body temperature. If you are 

not drinking sufficient water then start now. 

It is important to ensure that you drink plenty of water to flush out the by-products of metabolism 

and to keep the body rehydrated. Hunger pangs are also disguised as dehydration. When you feel 

you are hungry make sure you have drunk of plenty of water before reaching for food. Drink at 

least 8 glasses of water a day to stay hydrated. 

Water also assists in letting go of excess weight by: 

• Helping suppress the appetite 

• Helps the digestive process 

• Assists the body in eliminating toxins 
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REDUCE STRESS MESS 

“It’s not the load that breaks you down, it’s the 

way you carry it” - Lou Holtz (coach and author) 

Address stress levels. Stress is something everyone will experience at some time in their lives. A little 

bit of stress is normal, however, it is when stress becomes chronic that problems will begin to arise 

physically and mentally.

Chronic stress can be very damaging to overall health. It is sad to note that many people are living

with chronic stress and don’t even realize it.

It is important to ensure that you also incorporate time for yourself in your busy day – a moment 

where you spend time doing something you enjoy. It is very easy to get wrapped up in “doing” 

rather than “being”. Many people report feeling a sense of guilt if they are not busying themselves. 

Self-care is very important to wellness. Self-care allows you to rejuvenate, relax and replenish 

your energy. “Me” time need not be expensive, it can be as simple as placing a “Do Not Disturb” 

sign on the door, switching off your mobile phone and the TV and gifting yourself a spa day at 

home. Of course, you may also wish to book into a spa. Choose any activity that encourages you 

to focus on yourself and not on others. 

Take time to discover what your main stress triggers are and find a way towards reducing and

alleviating stress levels or letting it go altogether. Some great ways to deal with stress are by

practising: 

• Meditation 

• Mindfulness

• Yoga 

• Regular exercise 

• Adequate sleep 
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8

EXERCISE AND SLEEPING WELL

“Those who think they have no time for exercise 

will sooner or later have to find time for illness”

– Edward Stanley

There are so many benefits to be gained from regular exercise: weight management, flexibility, 

tone, feel good factor, better circulation, heart health to name but a few. The release of endorphins 

promotes a wonderful sense of wellbeing. Maintaining a flexible and strong body becomes even 

more important from the 40s onwards. Bone health is paramount. It is easy to integrate exercise 

into your day - little and often is the key. Whether you choose to exercise at home with DVDs or 

go to the gym, make sure you make the time for yourself to do something. Even walking has value. 

“Sleep is the golden chain that ties health and 

our bodies together”- Thomas Dekker - Writer
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Following sound nutrition principles, exercising regularly and reducing stress levels may go a long 

way towards improving sleep. Make sure you are in bed by 10pm and sleep in a completely dark room. 

• Drink chamomile or sleep tea before bed. 

• Do not watch or read anything stimulating before sleep. 

• Do not drink caffeine or alcohol before going to bed. 

All of the suggested changes in this eBook can be implemented immediately into your lifestyle. 

You are worthy and your 
health and wellness 

are a priority.
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ABOUT ISOBEL MCARTHUR 

I have invested in myself heavily with quality training to allow myself to be in the best position to

help people just like you. My mission is to reach out to those in the world who are feeling 

overwhelmed, lacking direction, motivation, stressed, unhealthy and lost to create a life that they love. 

With over 19 years’ experience and qualified in the following:

 

Certified Hypnotherapist specializing in weight reduction, hypnofertility, menopause, 

hypnobirthing, anxiety, phobias, addictions, stress management and confidence. 

Psychosexual Disorders Specialist

NLP Master Practitioner 

Life Coach, Women’s Wellness Coach 

Grief Recovery Specialist 

Reiki Master 

Reflexologist

Various holistic modalities

BWRT Practitioner - rapid results fast! 

We have only scraped the surface of how fantastic and amazing you can 

feel. The wonderful thing is that you have started the process and set the 

intent to get from where you are to where you want to be.

The Programmes and holistic sessions allows you to continue to work on 

yourself at a far deeper level.

Honour the determination, courage and strength that you have inside you to create amazing 

change within your life to be the best version of you possible. 

If you have enjoyed this eBook and would like to progress your journey to wellness, personal

development and growth further or talk to me about my work and how I can help you, please 

get in touch. 
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After all, what do you have to lose, and what do you have to gain? By choosing to remain where 

you are, means you cannot become what you want to be.

Why not spend the rest of the years of your life being happy, healthy, fit and well?

“Don’t regret next year what you could have 

started today. Time waits for no-one and 

your time is NOW!”

Isobel McArthur ~Wellbeing Specialist

www.insightfulwellbeing.co.uk

Email: isobel@insightfulwellbeing.co.uk

Telephone: 077 202 48593

Instagram: @mcarthurisobel 


